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Abstract. We conducted two sets of experiments, one is under steady-state conditions and the 

other under pulsating conditions. We focused on measuring the heat transfer characteristics of plate 

heat exchangers under different pulsation conditions. In the experiment, we control the mass flow of 

the hot fluid to circulate at a rate of 0.722 kg/s. The mass flow rate of the cold fluid is 0.05-0.18 

kg/s, and the pulsation frequency is 0.45-2.23 Hz. We measured different mass flows at different 

pulsation frequency. The data analysis shows that when the pulsation frequency is 1.78 Hz, the heat 

transfer coefficient reaches a maximum of 4415.73 w/(m2·k), and the corresponding cold fluid 

mass flow rate is 0.155 kg/s, and compared with the heat transfer characteristics of the plate heat 

exchanger under steady flow, it is found that the average increase in the heat transfer coefficient 

during the transition to the pulsating mode was 20%. 

 

Аннотация. Статья посвящена исследованию теплопередачи при пульсирующем 

режиме течения теплоносителя. В данной статье проведено две серии экспериментов в 

пульсирующем и стационарном режимах. Эксперименты проводились при различных 

режимах пульсаций. Расход греющей жидкости поддерживался постоянным 0,722 кг/с. 

Изменялись массовый расход нагреваемого теплоносителя от 0,05–0,18 кг/с, и частота 

пульсаций — 0,45–2,25 Гц. Анализ полученных данных показывает что при частоте 

пульсаций 1,78 Гц, коэффициент теплопередачи достигает максимума 4415,73 Вт/(м2°С) 

соответствующий массовый расход жидкости составлял 0,155 кг/с. При этом среднее 

увеличение коэффициента теплопередачи при переходе к пульсирующему режиму составило 

20% 
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Introduction 

Heat transfer under pulsating flow has applications in various fields and industrial 

engineering. For example, pulsating flow is used in gas turbines, Stirling engines, nuclear power 

systems, biological fluid systems, electronic heat pipes and other electronic devices, so pulsating 

fluid heat transfer plays an important role in modern industrial applications, especially in the field 

of micro-macro engineering [1–2]. According to the existing literature, the effect of pulsation-

enhanced heat transfer has the following conclusions: First, the effect of pulsating flow enhancing 

heat transfer is not obvious; second, the pulsating flow will deteriorate flow and weaken heat 

transfer; the third pulsating has no effect on flow and heat transfer [3]. 

The factors affecting the heat transfer effect of pulsating fluid are Reynolds number, pulsation 

frequency, pulsation amplitude, pulsation speed, the geometry of flow channel, the installation 

position of pulsation generator, pulsation waveform, fluid medium, inherent physical parameters of 

the system, etc. The methods of study heat transfer characteristics of fluids mainly include 

experimental methods and numerical simulation methods. Effect of Reynolds Number on Pulsating 

Heat Transfer Mohammad Jafari used Boltzmann lattice method to study the factors affecting 

pulsating heat transfer under Reynolds numbers of 50, 100, 150 and Prandtl number of 3.103. The 

main factor affecting pulsating heat transfer is the pulsation speed, there is an optimal pulsation 

speed, and then the heat transfer rate is the largest. At high pulsation frequency, the heat transfer 

rate begins to decrease; applying a pulsation velocity gradient at low frequency and low Reynolds 

number will cause the heat transfer to weaken. Low frequency, low amplitude, high Reynolds 

number, a pulsation velocity gradient is applied to enhance heat transfer, and pulsating flow is used 

as an active heat transfer enhancement technology. The heat transfer enhancement depends mainly 

on the Reynolds number, and the pulsation speed also plays a very important role in the heat 

transfer enhancement process [3]. According to the dimensionless pulsation frequency, we can 

divide the flow pattern into the following three types (Womersley number, Wo): quasi-steady state 

(Wo < 1.6), intermediate state (Wo = 1.6-27.6), and inertial dominance (Wo > 27.6) characteristic 

flow state. The quasi-steady state process can be observed in a single pulsation cycle, in the 

intermediate flow state, the viscous force and the inertial force are equal, and the inertia-dominated 

flow state is mainly controlled by the inertial force associated with the flow artery motion [2]. 

E. Zohir [4] studying the downstream and countercurrent flow heat transfer characteristics of 

concentric tube hot and cold fluid under pulsating conditions under high Reynolds number, the 

Nusselt number increases by 20% under downstream conditions, and the Nusselt number increases 

90% under countercurrent conditions, the correlation for the average Nusselt number is confirmed 

to be 12% of the maximum error at different pulsation frequencies and Reynolds numbers. 

In different flow path structures we can observe various trends, fluid flows in the ribbed 

channel [5–6], fluid flows through the turbulent cylinder [7–9], and the fluid flows through different 

spoiler elements [10], the fluid flows in the wave-shaped channel [11], showing significantly 

enhanced heat transfer effect under pulsation conditions, different channel structures and spoiler 

elements will affect the formation and detachment of vortex streets, vortex and pulsation act 

together on fluid heat transfer. 

Shuai et al. [12] placed the pulsation generator in the upstream part of the system, with a 
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Reynolds number between 150 and 1000, a frequency between 0 and 2 Hz, and a pulsation 

amplitude range from 155 mm to 400 mm. The effect of pulse perturbation on the convective heat 

transfer of the coaxial cylindrical tube heat exchanger, the experiment found that the pulse can 

significantly increase the heat transfer coefficient by 300%. 

West and Taylor [13] experimentally studied the effect of the pulsation on the heat transfer 

coefficient of water in a long horizontal tube of a steam-water heat exchanger. The pulsating stream 

of water was pulsated by a reciprocating pump, located upstream, Reynolds number was varied 

from 30,000 to 85,000 and pulsation frequency was fixed at 1.6 Hz. The amplitude ratio varied from 

1.00 to 1.56. They recorded an increase between 60% to 70% in the heat transfer coefficient at an 

amplitude ratio of 1.42.  

Darling [14] reported an increase of 90% in the heat transfer coefficient, at a Reynolds 

number of 6000 and a pulsation rate of 160 cycles/mm, when pulses were introduced upstream of 

the heaters. No improvement in the heat transfer coefficient was observed with the pulsegenerator 

installed at downstream of the heater. 

A. E. Zohir [4] conducted an experimental study on concentric double-pipe heat exchangers, 

hot water (40–70°C) was passed through the inner pipe with fixed mass flow rate (Reynolds number 

≈ 10,200) while cold water was passed through the annulus with Reynolds number ranging from 

2,000 to 10,200 and exposed to pulsation. The investigation is performed for pulsation frequency 

ranged from 0 to 40 Hz while the amplitude was kept constant by fixing the pulsegenerator at heat 

exchanger outlet. The maximum enhancement in Nusselt number for the downstream flow was 

about 20% while it was about 90% for countercurrent flow. 

A. E. Zohir [6] studied concentric double-tube heat exchangers with a Reynolds number of 

4000–12000. Cold water flows in the annular passage in the middle of the tank wall. The cold water 

and hot water exchange heat in the form of counterflow and the outer wall of the inner tube is 

wound around the heating coil. The effects of Reynolds number, Nusselt number and friction factor 

are discussed by adjusting the spacing between the coils. 

Zhang [15] Simulate under three different pulsating waveforms Three types of pulsating 

waveforms including square-wave, sinusoidal-wave and semi-sinusoidal, Three different pulsating 

waveforms are used as inlet conditions, Simulation result Compared with steady state flow at the 

same mass flow rate, The results show that introducing pulsating flow can significantly improve the 

overall thermal performance. In addition, the pulsating inlet with sinusoidal wave led to the highest 

heat transfer coefficient among the three types of pulsating inlet conditions in consideration. 

Therefore, this pulsating inlet condition is more beneficial to strengthening the heat transfer during 

the practical application. 

M. Rahgoshay [1] Numerical simulation of the effect of nanofluids on pulsating heat transfer 

under different pulsating parameters (Amplitude, Strouhal and Reynolds numbers) and volume 

fractions of nanoparticles for unsteady flow, Simulation result display increasing both the frequency 

and amplitude leads to a slight increase in Nusselt number but by increasing Reynolds and volume 

fraction, more rate of heat transfer is observed. 

Mehta [16] studied experimental research; it is found that the laminar pulsating flow has no 

significant effect on the overall heat transfer characteristics in the measured frequency range 

compared with the steady-state flow with the time-averaged flow Reynolds number. This effect is 

limited, mainly refers to the development length of the channel, so heat transfer enhancement due to 

periodic pulsating flow is questionable, and at best, rather limited. 

Chattopadhyay [17] studied the heat transfer in a circular isothermal duct with imposed flow 

pulsation at the inlet. The Reynolds number is fixed at 200, and the amplitude is less than 1.0, the 

frequency range is 1–20 Hz. It is found that when the inlet length is twice the pipe diameter, the 
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inlet pulsation has no positive effect on the heat transfer. Zhuang [18] experimentally studied the 

effects of average Reynolds number, pulsation amplitude and dimensionless frequency on friction 

factor and pulsation-enhanced heat transfer. It is concluded that the larger the pulsation amplitude 

and the dimensionless pulsation frequency, the larger the friction factor in the transition range. The 

pulsating fluid will significantly affect the critical Reynolds number; the reduction of the pulsating 

critical Reynolds number and the laminar-turbulent cross-transformation will increase the friction 

factor. 
 

Experimental setup procedure 

According to the existing literature, there are three different conclusions about pulsating 

enhanced heat transfer, and the three conclusions are contradictory. The first conclusion is that the 

pulsating flow has a positive effect on the heat transfer enhancement, and the second conclusion is: 

the pulsating flow weakening the heat transfer; the third conclusion is that the pulsating flow does 

not enhance the heat transfer effect of the heat exchange nor weaken the heat transfer. The literature 

also shows that the difference in the position of the pulsation generator have different effect for 

enhanced heat transfer. In this experiment, the pulsation generator is installed at the downstream 

position of the heat exchange system, and the influence of the pulsating flow on the heat transfer 

characteristics of the plate heat exchanger is measured under the low frequency condition of the 

pulsation generator. 

As shown in Figure 1, there is an experimental system diagram with pulsation. The main 

components of the whole system are plate heat exchanger A, plate heat exchanger B, electric heater 

15, hot water side circulation pump 6, and cold side circulation pump 4, water. Tank 3, etc. It can be 

seen from the above figure that the plate heat exchanger A and the plate heat exchanger B are 

connected in series, the cold water outlet of the plate heat exchanger A is connected with the cold 

water inlet of the plate heat exchanger B, Install temperature sensor at the inlet and outlet of cold 

and hot water in the plate heat exchanger, while the plate heat exchanger B is only passed through 

cold water. The plate heat exchanger A, the electric heater 15, the hot water system circulation 

pump 6, and the plate heat exchanger A are sequentially connected in the hot water system to form a 

closed circulation system. In the cold water system, the plate heat exchanger A and the plate heat 

exchanger B are sequentially connected, and the pulsation generator 5 is installed at the cold water 

outlet of the plate heat exchanger, and the cold water flows out from the water tank 3, and enters the 

plate heat exchange through the cold side circulating water pump 4. The plate A and the plate heat 

exchanger B are finally discharged, and the water in the pool 3 is replenished with tap water. 
 

 
Figure 1. Pulsating generator experimental system diagram: 1 — Plate heat exchanger A, 2 — plate 

heat exchanger B, 3 — water tank, 4 — cold side circulating water pump, 5 — pulse generator, 6 — hot 

water system circulation pump, 7 — temperature sensor, 8 — pressure Sensor, 9 — temperature sensor, 10 

— pressure sensor, 11 — temperature sensor, 12 — pressure sensor, 13 — temperature sensor, 14 — 

pressure sensor, 15 — electric heater. 
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The flow direction of the hot and cold fluid between the heat exchanger plates of the plate 

heat exchanger is shown in Figure 2. We can also find that the cold and hot fluids exchange heat in 

the form of counterflow in the plate heat exchanger. 
 

 
Figure 2. Corrugated plate combination and water flow direction. 

 

In this experiment, a plate heat exchanger of the type HHNo04 was used, and the relevant 

physical parameters of the heat exchange plates are listed in Table. The plate heat exchanger has a 

total of 13 heat exchanger plates, six cold channels and six hot channels. 
 

Table. 

GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CHEVRON PLATE 
 

Number Particulars Dimensions 

1 Port diameter, dp 0.032m 

2 Port to port length, Lch 0.381m 

3 Port to port width, Lw 0.07m 

4 Corrugation pitch p 0.011m 

5 The amplitude of corrugation, b 0.0028m 

6 The thickness of plate, t 0.0005m 

7 Chevron angle, β 60° 

8 Heat transfer area (plate) 0.04m2 

9 Plate material AISI 316 (Stainless steel) 

10 Gasket m aterial Nitrile rubber 

 

Data reduction 

Reynolds number A dimensionless number that can be used to characterize the fluid flow.The 

Reynolds number can be used to distinguish whether the flow of a fluid is laminar or turbulent, and 

can also be used to determine the resistance to the flow of an object in a fluid. 
 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝑉𝐷𝑒

𝜐
 

(1) 

 

where𝑣 is Kinematic viscosity, m2/s;  

V is the velocity of the fluid, m/s; 

De isthe hydraulic diameter, m. 

 

The characteristic length of the channel was the equivalent diameter, which is defined as 

follows [19]: 
 

𝐷𝑒 =
4𝑏𝐿𝑤

2(𝑏 + 𝐿𝑤𝜑)
≈

2𝑏

𝜑
 

(2) 
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where φ is the enlargement factor; 

b is the amplitude of corrugation, m; 

Lw is port to port width, m;
 

 

The inlet port velocity is evaluated as: 
 

𝑉 =
𝑉𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒

𝐴𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑛
 

(3) 

 

where𝑉pipe is inlet volume flow rate, m3/s; 

𝐴𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠is the inlet sectional area, m2; 

n  is the number of channels per pass; 

 

The logarithmic mean temperature difference 
 

 
(4) 

 

where maxt
, mint  are a temperature difference of heat exchanger port, K; 

In the heat transfer at the fluid boundary (surface), the Nusselt number (Nu) is the ratio of 

convective heat to conduction heat across the boundary. It is given by: 
 

𝑁𝑢 =
ℎ𝐷𝑒

𝜆
 

(5) 

 

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, w/(m2•k);  

𝜆is the thermal conductivity, w/(m•k); 

De is the hydraulic diameter, m; 

 

Define convective heat transfer enhancement factor Em: 

 

𝐸𝑚 =
𝑁𝑢𝑝

𝑁𝑢𝑠
 

(6) 

 

where 𝑁𝑢𝑝 is the Nusselt number under pulsating flow; 

𝑁𝑢𝑠is the Nusselt number under steady state flow; 

 

The heat transfer heat of the plate heat exchanger is calculated as: 

 

𝑄 = 𝐶𝑝 ⋅ 𝑔1 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 (7) 

 

where Q Heat released by hot water, W; 

Cp is constant pressure specific heat capacity, kJ/(kg•k); 

g1ismass flow, Kg/s; 

Δt1 Hot water side inlet and outlet temperature difference, K; 
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According to the conservation of heat, the heat transfer coefficient of the plate heat exchanger 

is calculated as: 

 

 
(8) 

 

where A is heat transfer surface area, m2; 

 

According to the principle of heat conservation and the known heat exchange area and 

average logarithmic temperature difference, we can calculate the convective heat transfer 

coefficient on the cold-water side of the plate heat exchanger and the mass flow rate on the cold-

water side. 

 

𝑔2 =
𝐶𝑝 ⋅ 𝑔1 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡1

𝐶𝑝 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡2
 

(9) 

 

where A is heat transfer surface area, m2; 

Δt2 is cold water side inlet and outlet temperature difference, K. 

 

Results and discussion 

The variation of heat transfer coefficient of three different mass flows at different pulsation 

frequencies is shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Heat transfer coefficient at different frequencies. 

 

It can be seen from Figure 3when the frequency is constant, the larger the mass flows the 

larger the heat transfer coefficient, and the heat transfer coefficient increases first and then 

decreases with the increase of frequency at the same mass flow. When the frequency is less than 

1.78 Hz, the heat transfer coefficient increases with the frequency, and when the frequency is more 

than 1.78 Hz, the heat transfer coefficient decreases with frequency. We can also conclude that the 

heat transfer coefficient is the biggest one corresponding to the frequency of 1.78Hz, so the 

frequency of 1.78 Hz is optimal frequency. 

Figure 4 shows that when the pulsation frequency is 1.78 Hz, the heat transfer coefficient 

increases with the mass flow. When the pulsation frequency is 2.23 Hz, the heat transfer coefficient 

mtA

Q
k


=1
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increases first and then decreases with the mass flow, when the mass flow is less than 0.155 kg/s, 

higher pulsating frequency corresponding to higher heat transfer coefficient, when the mass flow is 

more than 0.155 kg/s, higher pulsating frequency corresponding to less heat transfer coefficient. 

 

 
Figure 4. Heat transfer coefficient at a different mass flow. 

 

The tendency of the Nusselt number and the mass flow is shown in Figure 5, we can find that 

the Nusselt number increase with the mass flow. From the Figure 4 we find when the pulsating 

frequency is 2.23 Hz, the heat transfer coefficient increase first then decrease with the mass flow, 

Figure 5 shows the Nusselt number increase with mass flow, but when the mass flow more than 

0.155 kg/s he trend of the Nusselt number changes more gently, the Nusselt number at 1.78Hz is 

greater than the Nusselt number at 2.23 Hz. This phenomenon is corresponding to Figure 4.When 

the mass flow is less than 0.155kg/s, the ratio of the Nusselt number at 2.23Hz and Nusselt number 

at 1.78Hz is more than 1, indicating that the 2.23 Hz pulsation frequency enhancement effect is 

better than the 1.78Hz reinforcement effect, when the mass flow is greater than 0.155kg/s, the ratio 

of the Nusselt number at 2.23 Hz and Nusselt number at 1.78Hz is less than 1, indicating that the 

enhanced heat transfer effect at 1.78 Hz is better than the 2.23 Hz enhanced heat transfer effect. 

 
 

 
Figure 5. The Nusselt number at a different mass flow. 
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From the Figure 3, we find when the pulsating frequency at 1.78 Hz and the mass flow at 

0.155 kg/s the heat transfer coefficient is maximum, so comparing the flow of pulsating frequency 

at 1.78 Hz with a steady flow, which shows in Figure 6. The Nusselt number under steady condition 

is always less than the Nusselt number at 1.78 Hz, which means the ratio of the Nusselt number 

with pulsation with Nusselt number without pulsation is more than one indicating pulsating flow 

has a positive effect on enhanced heat transfer. 

 

 
Figure 6. Nusselt number in steady state and pulsation state. 

 

Conclusion 

By comparing the two different flow patterns of steady flow and pulsating flow to the heat 

transfer characteristics of the plate heat exchanger, we conclude that the pulsed fluid will enhance 

the heat transfer effect on the plate heat exchanger; we also change the different pulsating frequency 

to investigate the effect of different pulsating frequency on the heat transfer characteristics of plate 

heat exchangers, we found that 

When the pulsating frequency is less than 1.78 Hz, the heat transfer coefficient increases with 

the mass flow, when the pulsation frequency is more than 1.78 Hz, the heat transfer coefficient 

decreases regardless with the mass flow. Through experimental research, it is found that the 

pulsation frequency is 1.78 Hz, which is the best pulsation-enhanced heat transfer frequency. When 

the pulsation frequency is 2.23 Hz and the mass flow no more than 0.155 kg/s, the heat transfer 

coefficient of the plate heat exchanger is greater than the heat transfer coefficient at 1.78 Hz. When 

the mass flow is greater than 0.155 kg/s, the heat transfer coefficient of the plate heat exchanger at 

1.78 Hz is much larger than that of the plate heat exchanger at 2.23 Hz. 
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